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AFTER DAYS OF LOVE WILL BE WATCHED IN OFFICIAL TIRANA
16 FEB , DAY OF THE POPULAR REVOLTES

chicago, 10.02.2019, 21:26 Time

USPA NEWS - After the day of love that should be said that tirana celebrates with such great commodity and romance is the day of
16 February where the united opposition has intended to shake up to the rejection of the government of the renaissance rage. 2.
During all the opposition of this government the opposition has organized many such protests, but without reaching this peak point
required this time. The rumors are known every day in the local press, galloping corruption, the state of the state by the oligarchs'
bands, the surrender of votes being managed by criminal gangs who in exchanges want tenders to steal as much from the
government's public money.With the government moves by changing the half of the government with almost technical ministries again
the situation remains the same.It is a peaceful protest supported by the student protest that has been launched for 2 months in Tirana.
In many cities, the sense of small-scale protest movement has been sparked by the opposition, certainly headed by its local leaders.
First of all, let's see what's going to happen.
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